
New and improved static dynamic pressure 
reducing mattress 
The clinically proven Softform Premier Active has undergone some 
changes and now incorporates a range of new features to enhance 
product performance and patient comfort. 
The mattress retains its properties as a 'High/ Very High Risk' static 
surface, but should a patient require stepping up to a dynamic surface, 
a discreet pump can be fitted to the air insert, transforming the mattress 
into an alternating surface, delivering additional levels of pressure relief. 
There is no requirement to transfer the client, thereby minimising any 
discomfort and reducing manual handling. In addition, there is no need 
to wait for an alternative mattress to be ordered and delivered, meaning 
clinical intervention can start immediately.
The mattress is appropriate for patients in Acute, Community and 
Residential environments.

Warranty

Foam   8 years
Cover   4 years
Pump   2 years
Insert   2 years
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NEW



Static Dynamic Mattress

The air insert, contained within the  
mattress allows stepping up and down 
between static and dynamic alternating 
systems with minimum patient 
disruption. 
The cells alternate on a ten minute cycle 
beneath the foam insert, delivering a 
very low impact at the point of change. 
This patented technology provides the 
comfort of a static foam mattress with 
the therapeutic benefit of alternating 
pressure. 

The mattress cover is multi-stretch 
and conforms to the deep contoured 
castellations on the upper surface of 

the mattress, minimising “rucking”, and 
further reducing the potential for skin 
tissue damage.

Detach the pipes from the foot 
end of the mattress.

Fit pipes to the Active pump. Simply switch on, no additional 
adjustments required.

How to 'step up' the mattress
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The patient is now lying on an 
alternating surface.

Multi-stretch vapour-permeable cover



Features and Options

Concealed pump hose 
The pipes are fully covered with a welded sleeve to promote effective 
infection control. 

High Risk static mattress
In the event of a power failure, 
the patient is still resting on a 
'High Risk' pressure reducing 
surface, minimising the risk of 
pressure damage.

Cost saving modular 
construction 
The top cover, bottom cover, 
foam insert, Blue U core and air 
cells are all easily replaceable.
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Channels in Blue foam U core 
The tubes that supply air to the 
cells sit into securely designed 
channels, providing added 
comfort for the patient.

Cable and Hose management
If pump is in use, cables can be 
lifted off the floor and attached 
to the mattress. If not in use, the 
air hose can be fastened out of 
the way. 

New air cell design
The cells offer a stable support surface along with improved comfort 
for the patient. Advanced material used for the insert allows the foam 
to glide over the cells with ease, reducing friction.  

Individual replaceable air cells
In case of accidental puncturing, individual air inserts can easily be 
replaced at ward level.
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Technical data

Softform 
Premier 
Active 2

Mattress is manufactured to:
■ European Standard: BS EN 597-1 Cig
■  European Standard: BS EN 597-2 Match
■ BS7177:1996 Crib 5.

Width:  
830 - 900 mm  

(10 mm increments)

Length:  
1810 - 2100 mm  

(10 mm increments)

Height:  
152 mm

Weight:  
14 kg

kggkgkg

Max. User Weight: 
247.6 kg (39 stone)

Cleaning: 80°

Pump
Noise Level: 32Db
Cycle Time: 10 minutes 
(1 in 2 cycle)

Baltic Blue


